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Abstra t
Intermittent sensory, a tuation and ommuni ation failures may ause
agents to fail in maintaining their ommitments to others. Thus to ollaborate robustly, agents must monitor others to dete t oordination failures. Previous work on monitoring has fo used mainly on small-s ale
systems, with only a limited number of agents. However, as the number
of monitored agents is s aled up, two issues are raised that hallenge previous work. First, agents be ome physi ally and logi ally dis onne ted
from their peers, and thus their ability to monitor ea h other is redu ed.
Se ond, the number of possible oordination failures grows exponentially,
with all potential intera tions. Thus previous te hniques that sift through
all possible failure hypotheses annot be used in large-s ale teams. This
paper ta kles these hallenges in the ontext of dete ting disagreements
among team-members, a monitoring task that is of parti ular importan e
to robust teamwork. First, we present new bounds on the number of
agents that must be monitored in a team to guarantee disagreement dete tion. These bounds signi antly redu e the onne tivity requirements of
the monitoring task in the distributed ase. Se ond, we present YOYO, a
highly s alable disagreement-dete tion algorithm whi h guarantees sound
dete tion. YOYO's run-time s ales linearly in the number of monitored
agents, despite the exponential number of hypotheses. It ompa tly represents all valid hypotheses in single stru ture, while allowing for a omplex
hierar hi al organizational stru ture to be onsidered in the monitoring.
Both YOYO and the new bounds are explored analyti ally and empiri ally
in monitoring problems involving thousands of agents.
∗ This resear h was supported in part by Israel S ien e Foundation grants #1211/04, and
#1357/07.
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1 Introdu tion
Agents in realisti environments sometimes fail to maintain their ommitments
to others. This an o ur due to sensor and a tuator un ertainties, or (possibly
intermittent) ommuni ation failures. It may also o ur due to the nature of
dynami , omplex domains, whi h an hallenge the agent's design in unanti ipated environment states, e.g., in industrial systems (e.g., [13℄), and virtual
environments (e.g., [24, 29, 30, 35℄).
Agents must therefore monitor others to as ertain that their ommitments
are maintained, and to dete t oordination failures when they o ur (see e.g.,
[2, 5, 6, 12℄; additional works are dis ussed in Se tion 2). Indeed, a number
of investigations have explored me hanisms for dete ting (and responding to)
failures in oordination and teamwork [3, 8, 2022, 27, 37℄.
Large-s ale multi-agent systemswhere the number of agents is the prin ipal
s ale fa torpose a number of hallenges to the existing monitoring te hniques.
First, agents in large-s ale systems be ome physi ally and logi ally separated,
and thus less able to dire tly monitor ea h other (the limited onne tivity hallenge). However, existing approa hes often rely on being able to monitor all
agents, either by ommuni ations or observations. Se ond, the number of possible failures grows ombinatorially in the number of agents, with all possible
intera tions. Thus approa hes that sear h through failure hypotheses do not
s ale well. We dis uss these hallenges and previous work in detail in Se tion 2.
This paper addresses these hallenges in depth, in the ontext of dete ting disagreements, a prin ipal failure in multi-agent teamwork. Theoreti al
and empiri al resear h on teamwork in humans (e.g, [1℄) and in syntheti
agents [2, 6, 13, 23, 35℄ stresses agreement as a ornerstone to ee tive teamwork
(although dierent terms are used in grounding agreement in various theoreti al
and pra ti al onstru ts). Thus disagreements are a sour e of great on ern in
all of these dierent investigations (see Se tion 2 for details).
We make two ontributions. First, we ta kle the hallenge of limited onne tivity by providing new bounds on the agents that must be monitored in a
team to dete t disagreements. Previous work has shown analyti ally that disagreement dete tion an sometimes be guaranteed if all team-members monitor
all of ertain key agents in the team [21℄, in a distributed fashion. However, in
pra ti e, limited onne tivity restri ts the usefulness of this bound, as often not
all key agents an be observed or ommuni ated with. To address this, we show
analyti ally that sound (i.e., no false positives) and omplete (no false negatives)
dete tion an be guaranteed in pra ti e even if other agents monitor just one
key agent; however, all key-agents must still monitor ea h other. In addition,
we show that monitoring only key agents is an also a su ient ondition in the
entralized monitoring ase, where a single agent is monitoring all others. Su h
monitoring is guaranteed to be sound, and dete t any disagreement that would
have been dete ted had the entralized monitoring agent monitored all others.
Using the te hniques presented, a monitoring agent an dete t failures in large
teams, involving thousands of agents. The assumptions underlying the bounds
an often be met in pra ti e, simply by allowing an agent to be ome a key agent
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by broad asting its state to its peers. In su h real-world setting, the bounds
an serve to fo us su h broad asts and redu e them to a minimum.
Se ond, we present YOYO, a disagreement-dete tion monitoring algorithm,
whi h navigates the (potentially exponential) spa e of monitoring hypotheses
by representing only hypotheses in whi h all agents are in agreement. This
allows YOYO to represent the relevant state of all monitored agents together,
in a highly s alable stru ture, and e iently dete t situations in whi h the
agents are in a state of disagreement. YOYO an be used to provide sound
disagreement dete tion apabilities. It is an example of a So ially-Attentive
monitoring algorithm, exploiting knowledge of the so ial relationships in the
monitored team. We present an empiri al evaluation of YOYO in monitoring
problems involving thousands of agents.
This paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 dis usses related work. Se tion
3 presents new bounds on the number of agents that must be monitored. Se tion
4 presents the YOYO algorithm. Se tion 5 presents the results from experiments
in using YOYO. Se tion 6 on ludes with a dis ussion of the appli ability of the
presented ontributions, and future dire tions for this work.

2 Motivation and Ba kground
We use the term limited onne tivity in a general sense to des ribe the phenomenon where an agent annot observe, sense, or ommuni ate with its peers,
due to pro essing and bandwidth limitations. Limited onne tivity is only of
little on ern in small-s ale systems. Given a few y les, agents an typi ally
integrate multiple per eptions, over time, to assess what their peers are up to.
However, as the number of agents grows, the ability to integrate su h information over time diminishes rapidly [38℄. For instan e, existing peer-to-peer (P2P)
systems in lude millions of a tive nodes. Yet not one node is able to ommuniate dire tly with all of its peers at on e, due to both bandwidth and pro essing
power issues. Even spreading the eorts over time will not be su ient in
pra ti e.
Limited onne tivity adversely ae ts the ability of an agent to monitor its
peers and to dete t oordination failures. Be ause of limited onne tivity, the
monitoring agent is not able to orre tly assess the state of its teammates, and
thus will ne essarily fa e some un ertainty as to their state, and by impli ation,
as to the existen e of a oordination failure. Yet few bounds and few te hniques
are known for monitoring with limited onne tivity.
Most losely related to monitoring with limited onne tivity is our own previous work on entralized and distributed oordination failure dete tion. In [20℄,
we introdu ed the notion of key agents, whose observable behavior is su iently
unambiguous to an observer su h that they an be used to dete t failures even
under onditions of un ertainty. The same work also showed that in the distributed ase, if all agents monitor ea h other and there are su ient key agents,
failure dete tion will be guaranteed [20℄. Later, the result was extended to show
that in fa t only the key agents had to be monitored in the distributed ase,
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thus allowing for redu ed onne tivity [21℄. Our work in this paper lowers this
upper-bound further (see Se tion 3). However, our work here is spe i to
disagreements.
A se ond important hallenge with large-s ale multi-agent systems is raised
by the number of monitoring hypotheses that must be pro essed. As a multiagent system grows in the number of agents, so does the the number of potential
oordination failures it may ontain. Suppose ea h of N agents may be in one
of k internal states. Then the number of possible joint states is k N . In looselyoupled systems, ea h agent is essentially independent of its peers, and may
sele t between its k possible states freely. In su h systems, the vast majority of
joint statesif not allare onsidered valid states. However, in a oordinated
multi-agent system, the sele tion of an internal state by an agent is dependent
on the sele tions of its peers. In other words, agents move between joint states
together; Only a limited portion of the spa e of joint states would be valid, from
the designer's perspe tive. Thus most joint states may in fa t be invalid from a
oordination point of view.
Agreement is a good example of su h tightly- oupled oordination. Teamwork literature emphasizes the importan e of team-members being in agreement on various features of their state, su h as goals, plans, and beliefs1
[2, 6, 7, 13, 18, 23, 35℄. Sin e the obje t of the agreement is irrelevant for our
purposes in this paper, we will use the term state to denote the internal statefeature of the agent whi h is the obje t of the agreement (e.g., a belief in a
proposition p, a plan p, an intention, et .). Suppose a team of N agents agrees
that their sele tion of internal state would be syn hronous, i.e., for every sele ted
state of one agent, all others must be in some agreed-upon internal state. There
would be O(k) valid agreement joint states, and the rest of the k N joint states
would be onsidered invalid oordination failure states. Thus large-s ale systems where agents oordinate fa e a large exponential number of possible faults,
and only a limited set (by omparison) of valid states.
Despite the mu h greater number of possible failure states, many of the
approa hes proposed in the past for oordination failure dete tion rely on enumerating possible faults. Klein and Dellaro as [3,22℄ have proposed a entralized
approa h to dete ting failures (whi h they refer to as ex eptions ). Their work
utilizes agent sentinels, whi h ommuni ate with the agents in the system to
identify their state or a tions, and report on it to a entralized fault dete tion
system. This fault dete tion system then mat hes the reported information
against oordination fault-models, for dete tion. These are generated oine, by
manual analysis of domain-independent oordination models. The fault models
and their use do not address limited onne tivity, ambiguities in agent states,
nor failures in the sentinel system. However, they are demonstrated over a larger
range of failures (this paper only overs disagreements).
More re ently Platon et al. [25, 26℄ have systemati ally and methodi ally
examined dierent types of agent failures (ex eptions), as well as resulting o1 Of ourse, the literature also addresses other riti al features of teamwork aside from
agreement. But agreement is a repeating theme.
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ordination failures and their auses (e.g., those due to agent death, knowledge
in onsisten ies, et .). They propose a number of ways for integrating failure
handling apabilities into the agent ar hite ture. We do not investigate these
issues in this paper.
A dierentdistributedapproa h is taken by Horling et al. [8, 9℄. They
present an integrated failure-dete tion and diagnosis system for a multi-agent
system in the ontext of an intelligent home environment. The system uses
the TAEMS domain-independent multi-agent task-de omposition and modeling language to des ribe the ideal behavior of ea h agent. The agents are also
supplied with additional information about the expe ted behavior of the environment they inhabit under dierent onditions, and their role within the
multi-agent organization. A distributed diagnosis system, made of diagnosis
agents that use fault-models, is used to identify failures in omponents (su h
as erroneous repeated requests for resour es) and ine ien ies (su h as overor under- oordination). Multiple diagnosis agents may use ommuni ations to
inform ea h other of their a tions and diagnoses. The fault-models are used
in planning monitoring a tions, in identifying failures responsible for multiple
symptoms, and in guiding re overy a tions. Like similar works above, this work
did not address onne tivity on erns.
A key issue with fault-model approa hes is their s alability, given that the
number of possible faults in large-s ale multi-agent systems is likely to be exponential. Some have addressed this by fo using on general failure onditions.
As an example, Wilkins, Lee, and Berry [37℄ oer an exe ution monitoring approa h whi h en ompasses both oordination and task-exe ution failures. Their
work introdu es a taxonomy of generi failure types, whi h must be adapted
and spe ialized to the domain and task. Agents responsible for monitoring rely
on ommuni ated state reports from the monitored agents to identify failures.
While experiments with the system were arried out only on relatively small
multi-agent systems, the modeling of the failures shows example of how faultmodels an be su iently non-spe i so that they may be reused in larger-s ale
systems. For instan e, the fault models in luded distan e failures (units getting
too lose), whi h are triggered when an adversary gets loser to a friendly unit).
It does not matter who the adversary or friendly units are, nor their spe i
lo ation, et . The use of su h general fault-models, however, diminishes from
the ability to dete t omplex or spe i failures.
A ommon theme running through the fault-model approa hes above is that
they utilize ommuni ations or dire t observations to a quire knowledge as to
the state of monitored agents, and typi ally require knowledge of all agents,
thus ignoring limited onne tivity. This is a potentially limiting fa tor in their
use in large-s ale networks, where limited onne tivity will ne essarily lead to
un ertainty in monitoring. Moreover, in many domains, even dire t monitoring
of another agent may involve some un ertainty. In parti ular, a monitoring
agent may entertain several hypotheses as to the true internal state of another
agent. However, these approa hes often ignore su h un ertainty.
In ontrast to the fault-model approa hes dis ussed above, we advo ate a
model-based approa h, in whi h a model of the orre t behavior of the agent
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is used to dete t failures, by noting dis repan ies between ideal and a tual
behavior. Earlier work taking this approa h to dete t disagreements [20, 21℄
ontrasts with the work in this paper in terms of the run-time omplexity of
sear hing through the hypotheses spa e to determine if a oordination failure
o urred. Both earlier investigations relied on a plan re ognition algorithm
(RESL) whi h modeled ea h individual agent separately. While omputing the
individual hypotheses using RESL an be done in time O(N L), where L is the
size of the state-spa e of a single agent, and N the number of agents, extra ting
the hypotheses an take exponential time O(LN ). However, RESL an be used
in prin iple to dete t many kinds of oordination failures, and allows either
sound or omplete disagreement dete tion (in the entralized ase). In ontrast,
YOYO, presented in this paper, runs in time O(N +L), but supports only sound
dete tion in the entralized ase.
Poutakidis et al. [27℄ have utilized Petri-net representation of intera tion
proto ols to entrally dete t intera tion failures, where agents fail to follow the
proto ol in their onversation with others. This work does not address limited
onne tivity, in that it assumes all messages from all agents are observable.
Although Poutakidis et al. allow for multiple monitoring hypotheses to o-exist,
they do not provide a method for sele ting hypotheses su h that soundness or
ompleteness is guaranteed. In ontrast, our work in this paper addresses both
entralized and distributed monitoring settings, addresses limited onne tivity,
and provides guarantees on the dete tion results.
RESCteam [34℄ is a multi-agent plan-re ognition s heme whi h impli itly
uses oheren e as a key onstraint in representation. RESCteam represents
only a single oherent hypothesis, while YOYO represents all oherent hypotheses. However, RESCteam an reason about the assignment of agents to
roles/subteams, while YOYO assumes this knowledge is given a-priori.
YOYO is a variant of YOYO*, a probabilisti team plan-re ognition algorithm, used for overhearing [19℄. In ontrast to YOYO*, YOYO is symboli ,
has better run-time omplexity, and targets dete tion. However, it fails at tasks
in whi h the previous algorithm an ex el (e.g., in overhearing).
On e a failure is dete ted, it needs to be diagnosed and resolved. Kale h
and Kaminka [15℄ have addressed model-based diagnosis of oordination failures.
Roos et al. [31, 32℄ have addressed model-based diagnosis of non- oordination
failures in multi-agent systems. Horling et al. [8℄ use the fault-dete ting ausal
model for diagnosis and subsequent re overy a tions. Re ently, there is also
work on diagnosis in large-s ale systems [14℄.

3 Monitoring Graphs and Limited Conne tivity
A key question is how to guarantee failure-handling results while limiting the
number of agents that must be monitored. The approa h we take to this involves
the onstru tion and analysis of monitoring graphs, whi h represent information about whi h agent an monitor whom. We show that for disagreement
dete tion, one an set onditions on the stru ture of the graph whi h, when
6

satised, guarantee that dete tion is omplete and/or sound, under onditions
of un ertainty. Complete dete tion guarantees all failures will be dete ted (i.e.,
no false negatives). Sound dete tion guarantees only failures will be dete ted
(i.e., no false positives). We separate dis ussion of entralized and distributed
monitoring settings.
We begin by formalizing the notion of a monitoring graph (Denition 1).
We will use this onstru t throughout the paper.

Denition 1. A monitoring graph of a team T is a dire ted (possibly y li )
graph in whi h nodes orrespond to team-members of T , and edges orrespond
to monitoring onditions: If an agent A is able to monitor an agent B (either
visually or by ommuni ating with it), then an edge (A, B) exists in the graph.
We say that monitoring graph is onne ted, if its underlying undire ted graph
is onne ted.
If the monitoring graph of a team is not onne ted, then there is an agent
whi h is not monitored by any agent, and is not monitoring any agent. Obviously, a disagreement an go undete ted in su h a team: If the isolated agent
hooses a state dierent from what has been agreed upon with its peers, it
would go undete ted. Thus a onne tivity lower-bound for dete ting disagreements (indeed, any kind of oordination failure) is that the monitoring graph
must be onne ted.
However, onne tivity by itself is insu ient. Un ertainty an also have
signi ant impa t on the results of monitoring. When an agent A monitors
an agent B , it may often entertain multiple hypotheses as to the state of B .
Suppose B 's state is P (for instan e, P is a plan sele ted by B ). We denote by
M (A, B/P ) the set of agent-monitoring hypotheses that A onstru ts based on
ommuni ations from B , or inferen e from B 's observable behavior (i.e., via plan
re ognition). In other words, M (A, B/P ) is the set of all A's hypotheses as to
B 's state, when B 's state (e.g., sele ted plan) is P . Note that when A monitors
itself, it has dire t a ess to its own state and so M (A, A/P ) = {P }. We use
the shorthand M (A, B) to denote the hypotheses set of B 's urrently sele ted
state. In this work, we assume observer independen e: M (A, B) = M (C, B) for
any agents A, C .
To see the impa t of un ertainty, suppose an agent A has sele ted state P1 ,
and is monitoring another agent B that has sele ted state P2 . A disagreement
exists here sin e agent B should have sele ted P1 . However, sin e the internal
state of B may not be known to A with ertainty, A may have several interpretations of B 's hosen state. The set of these interpretations may ontain P1 , in
whi h ase A may ome to in orre tly believe that B is also exe uting P1 , and
that therefore no disagreement has o urred. Indeed, if the set of hypotheses
in ludes both P1 and P2 , then A may or may not dete t the failure, depending
on the hoi e it makes.
This problem is exa erbated when monitoring a team ontaining multiple
agents. A team-monitoring hypotheses set for a given team T with n is the
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ross-produ t of the individual hypotheses sets:
M (A, T ) = M (A, a1 ) × M (A, A2 ) × . . . × M (A, an )

Suppose A is monitoring itself (as a member of the team, exe uting P ), and
agents B, C . If M (A, B/P ) = {P, Q} and M (A, C/R) = {P, R}, then four
monitoring hypotheses exist overall for the team T ontaining agents A, B, C :
M (A, T ) = {(P, P, P ), (P, P, R), (P, Q, P ), (P, Q, R)}

One hypothesis implies no failure exists. Others dier in how many disagreements there are.

3.1 Centralized Disagreement Dete tion
In general, as dis ussed above, the ondition of monitoring graph onne tivity is
ne essary, but insu ient, to guarantee failure dete tion results. The hallenge
is to nd an upper-bound, a su ient ondition on the onne tivity of the
monitoring graph, whi h would provide a method for systemati ally hoosing
hypotheses su h that a guarantee exists for the results.
Kaminka and Tambe have shown that it is possible to use a ranking heuristi ,
maximum oheren e, to sele t hypotheses su h that it is possible to guarantee
ertain aspe ts of the monitoring results [21℄. Informally, the oheren e value of
an hypothesis is a measure of the number of disagreements it implies. Formally,
oheren e is dened in [21℄ as the ratio of the number of agents to the number of
dierent states in the team-monitoring hypothesis. Thus (P, P, P ) has oheren e
of
3
|{A, B, C}|
= =3
|{P }|
1
while (P, Q, P ) has oheren e of
3
|{A, B, C}|
= = 1.5
|{P, Q}|
2

and (P, Q, R) has oheren e of
|{A, B, C}|
3
= =1
|{P, Q, R}|
3

Systemati sele tion of hypotheses whi h have maximum oheren e is guaranteed to result in sound dete tion [21, Theorem 1℄: If a maximum- oheren e
hypothesis indi ates a failure, then a failure has indeed o urred. However,
some failures may go unnoti ed if, due to un ertainty, a maximum- oheren e
hypothesis exists whi h indi ates no disagreement. In ontrast, sele tion of a
oheren e-minimizing hypothesis is guaranteed to provide omplete dete tion,
where no failure will go unnoti ed (but there may be false dete tions). Unfortunately, no oheren e-based heuristi exists that guarantees both sound and
omplete dete tion in the entralized monitoring ase [21, Theorem 3℄.
8

To provide this guarantee the hypothesis set M (A, B/P ) for given agents
A, B must be omplete, as dened below (Denition 2). Monitoring ompleteness is ommonly assumed (in its individual form) in plan-re ognition work,
(e.g., [4, 11, 34℄), and generally holds in many appli ations. It means that when
A monitors B , the set M (A, B/P ) in ludes the orre t hypothesis P , but will
typi ally in lude other mat hing hypotheses besides P .

Denition 2

(Monitoring Completeness). Given a monitoring agent A, and a
monitored agent B , we say that A's monitoring of B is omplete if for any state
P that may be sele ted by B , P ∈ M (A, B/P ). If A is monitoring a team of
agents B1 , . . . , Bn , we say that A's team-monitoring hypotheses set M (A, T ) is
omplete if A's monitoring of ea h of B1 , . . . , Bn is omplete.

Kaminka and Tambe show that if a single entralized monitoring agent monitors all others and monitoring is omplete, it an guarantee either sound or
omplete dete tion of disagreements, but not both [21, Theorem 3℄. They also
found that if ertain key agents exist, then it may be possible to redu e the
monitoring requirements in the system.
Key agents have the property that their behavior, when they sele t one of
two spe i states (P1 , P2 ), is su iently unambiguous, su h that any agent
that monitors them annot onfuse P1 and P2 . In other words, key agents,
when exe uting either P1 or P2 , never have both P1 and P2 in the hypothesis
set of any agent observing them.
As a result, any observer that is exe uting one of P1 , P2 an identify with
ertainty whether a disagreement exists between it and the key agents. We
repeat here the formal denition of key agents from [21℄:

Denition 3 (Key Agents). Let P1 , P2 be two agent states. Suppose an agent
A is monitoring an agent B . If M (A, B/P1 ) ∩ M (A, B/P2 ) = ∅ for any agent A,
we say that: (i) P1 , P2 are observably-dierent ; (ii) B is a key agent in {P1 , P2 }.
We assume symmetry so that if two states are not observably dierent to A,
then they are observably the same:
M (A, B/P1 ) ∩ M (A, B/P2 ) 6= ∅ ⇒ M (A, B/P1 ) ∩ M (A, B/P2 ) ⊇ {P1, P2 }.

The key-agent is the basis for the onditions under whi h a team-member
A1 will dete t a disagreement with a team-member A2 . This is done by preferring maximally- oherent hypotheses as to the state of the monitored agent.
Maximally- oherent hypotheses are optimisti they are hypotheses that minimize the number of disagreements between the two agents. The use of su h
hypotheses leads to sound disagreement dete tion [20, 21, Theorem 1℄.
An agent A1 (sele ting state P1 ) will dete t a disagreement with a teammember A2 (sele ting a dierent state P2 ) if A2 is a key agent for the plans
P1 , P2 [21, Lemma 1℄. A1 knows that it has sele ted P1 . If A2 has sele ted
P2 , and is a key-agent in P1 and P2 , then A1 is guaranteed to noti e that a
disagreement exists between itself and A2 , sin e A2 is a ting observably dierent
than it would if it had sele ted P1 . A1 an now alert its teammate, diagnose
the failure, et .
9

We will now show that when key agents exist in a team, it is su ient for a
single agent to monitor them to guarantee sound disagreement dete tion in the
entralized ase. More a urately, any disagreement that the agent would have
been dete ted when monitoring all agents (and itself)as previous work [21℄
suggestswould be dete ted if the agent monitors only key agents (and itself).

Theorem 1. Given a team T (of whi h some members are key agents), and a
single agent A ∈ T , if A monitors only the key agents of T and itself, su h that
(i) monitoring is omplete; and (ii) hypotheses are sele ted based on maximal
oheren e, then A would dete t any disagreement that would have been dete ted
had it monitored all agents.
Proof. We will show that whenever A dete ts a disagreement when monitoring
all agents, it will dete t the same disagreement when monitoring only the key

agents in T . There are two ases. In the rst ase, agent A dete ts a disagreement between itself and another agent. In the se ond ase, A dete ts a
disagreement between two other agents.
Case 1. Suppose that A has sele ted P , and has dete ted a disagreement with
another agent B (exe uting a dierent plan Q). Assume for ontradi tion that
B is not a key agent in P, Q. Under previous work, A would have monitored
B (sin e it would have monitored all agents). Be ause A is using maximal
oheren e, the only ondition underwhi h it would dete t a disagreement is if
P ∈
/ M (A, B/Q). But this means that M (A, B/Q)∩M (A, B/P ) = ∅, be ause of
the symmetry assumption in the denition of observably-dierent plans. Thus,
B is in fa t a key-agent in P, Q, ontradi ting the assumption in this ase.
Case 2. Suppose that A has sele ted plan P , and is monitoring two other
agents B, C , who have sele ted plans Q, Z , respe tively. Assume for ontradi tion that A has dete ted a disagreement between B , and C , but not
with itself (otherwise, it would have been handled as in Case 1 above). Thus
M (A, B/Q) ∩ M (A, C/Z) ⊇ {P }. This ontradi ts the assumption that A dete ted a disagreement between B and C , sin e under maximal oheren e, A
would have sele ted P as an individual hypothesis for both. A would have
therefore dete t no disagreement between B and C , ontradi ting the given
ondition that a disagreement was dete ted. Thus this ase is impossible.
The intuition for this proof is as follows: If A has dete ted a disagreement
with B , then A's model of B did not in lude P (A's plan). Be ause of symmetry, we assume that if two plans are not observably dierent, then they are
observably the same. In other words, if P, Q are not observably-dierent (by
B ), then M (A, B/Q) ⊇ {P, Q}, and A would therefore have not been able to
dete t the disagreement.
The assumption of symmetry in the denition of observably-dierent plans
is a strong assumption, and riti al to the proof. With it, two plans are either observably-dierent, or are observably the same when exe uted by the
agent. Without it, it would have been possible for A to dete t a disagreement with B even if B is not a key agent: For instan e, if M (A, B/P ) =
{P, R}, M (A, B/Q) = {Q, R} then B is not a key agent in P, Q, and yet A
10

(a) Centralized monitoring,
sound or omplete, but not
both, in [21℄.

(b) Centralized monitoring,
sound, in this paper.

Figure 1: Illustration of entralized monitoring graphs. Non-lled dots indi ate
key agents.

would have been able to dete t a disagreement with it if A sele ts P and B sele ts Q. This raises new questions as to upper bounds when this assumption is
removed, but we leave those for future investigation. Note also, that if all agents
are key-agents, then the entralized monitoring agent will end up monitoring all
team-members even with the new bound.
Figure 1 illustrates the signi an e of this new upper bound for entralized
monitoring. Figure 1-a shows an agent monitoring all others. Figure 1-b shows
the agent monitoring only key agents. Under the new upper-bound shown above,
the agent is still guaranteed to dete t all failures it would have dete ted (using
maximal oheren e) when monitoring all agents.

3.2 Distributed Disagreement Dete tion
We now onsider the ase of distributed monitoring settings, where teammembers monitor ea h other. It is easy to see that if the graph is onne ted,
and ea h agent knows exa tly the sele tion of its monitored peer, then sound
and omplete dete tion is possible, in a distributed fashion, with very limited
onne tivity: Ea h agent A monitors at least one other agent B (or is monitored
by another agent B ). If A sele ts an internal state dierent from B , then at
least one of them would dete t the disagreement immediately. If A monitors
B and knows with ertainty B 's statethen a simple omparison with A's
sele ted state is all that is needed. Sound and omplete dete tion means that at
least one team-members will dete t a disagreement if one o urs, and no false
dete tions will take pla e.
A hallenge is raised when the state of agents is not known to their monitors
with ertainty. This o urs ne essarily under onditions of limited onne tivity:
Sin e monitors annot per eive, sense, or ommuni ate with all the monitored
agents, and do not have shared memory a ess to the monitored agents, they
ne essarily have some un ertainty about their a tions.
Fortunately, it is possible to show that under some onditions, having all
11

(a) Distributed monitoring, in [20℄.

(b) Distributed monitoring, in [21℄.

( ) Distributed monitoring, in this paper.

Figure 2: Illustration of distributed monitoring graphs. Non-lled dots indi ate
key agents. All ases allow for sound and omplete disagreement dete tion.

agents take part in monitoring (distributed monitoring) allows for omplete and
sound dete tion of oordination failures (in parti ular, disagreements). Intuitively, this happens when there is always a key agent to be found, for any
sele ted state. This ondition is dened below:

Denition 4 (Observably-partitioned state-spa e). A state-spa e P is said to
be observably-partitioned if for any two states Pi , Pj ∈ P there exists a key-agent
Aij . The set of these Aij agents is alled the key agents set of P .
Kaminka and Tambe [20℄ have shown that if at least a single key agent exists
for every pair of team plans (i.e., the team employs an observably-partitioned
state-spa e ), and if all team-members monitor all agents, then dete tion is not
only sound, but also omplete (see Figure 2-a for illustration). Later on [21,
Theorem 4℄, the result was improved somewhat: All agents must monitor the
key agents onlyall of themand the key agents must monitor ea h other
(Figure 2-b).
The ondition of an observably-partitioned state-spa e is often easy to satisfy. For instan e, teams are very often omposed su h that not all agents have
12

the same role in the same plan, and in general, roles do have observable differen es between them. Often, in fa t, the set M (A, B/P ) an be omputed
oine, in advan e; this allows the designer to identify the key agents in a team
prior to deployment. Furthermore, any agent an be ome a key-agent simply
by ommuni ating its state to the monitoring agent and therefore eliminating
ambiguity; thus a team an use highly-fo used ommuni ations to guarantee
dete tion. We leave further exploration of su h dynami reation of key-agents
to future work.
However, the requirement that all key-agents be monitored inhibits deployment of s aled-up appli ations. As the size of the team grows, limited onne tivity be omes more ommon, sin e agents be ome more physi ally and logi ally
distributed. Thus not all agents, and in parti ular not all key agents, will be
a essible for monitoring.
The theorem below takes an additional step by providing more relaxed onditions on the onne ted nature of the monitoring graph, in parti ular with
respe t to the onne tivity of the nodes representing key agents. These onditions are: (i) every non-key agent sele ting a state P0 monitors a single key agent
for ea h possible pair of states involving P0 (i.e., for ea h pair of states, where
one of the states is P0 ); and (ii) the monitoring sub-graph for all key agents for
a given pair of states forms a lique (i.e., key agents are fully onne ted between
themselves). This ase is illustrated in Figure 2- .

Theorem 2 (Clique Key-Agent Monitoring). Let T be a team, employing an
observably-partitioned state-spa e P , where: (i) Ea h team-member A ∈ T , sele ting a state P1 , who is not a key agent for P1 , P2 monitors one key agent for
P1 , P2 ; (ii) all key agents for a pair of states X, Z monitor all other key agents
for X, Z (forming a bidire tional lique in the underlying monitoring graph);
and (iii) all monitoring arried out is omplete, and uses maximal- oheren e.
Then disagreement dete tion in T is sound and omplete.
To prove this theorem, we utilize two lemmas. The rst has been presented
and proved in [21, Lemma 1℄, and we repeat it here for larity:

Lemma 1 (Lemma 1, [21℄). Let A1 , A2 be agents who are monitoring ea h other
using the maximal oheren e heuristi . Suppose A1 , A2 are exe uting P1 , P2 ,
respe tively, where P1 6= P2 . Then A1 would dete t a disagreement with A2 if
A2 is a key agent in P1 , P2 .
Proof. See [21℄.
The se ond lemma (Lemma 2) is a weaker version of the theorem. Here, all
agents in team T are key agents (ea h, for at least one pair of states). Under the
other onditions of the theorem, we show that disagreement dete tion is sound
and omplete.

Lemma 2. Let T be a team of agents, employing an observably-partitioned
state-spa e P . If every agent t ∈ T is a key agent for some p1 , p2 ∈ P , then
Theorem 2 holds.
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In other words, assume: (i) Ea h team-member A ∈ T , sele ting a state
p1 ∈ P , who is not a key agent for p1 , p2 ∈ P monitors one key agent for
p1 , p2 ; (ii) all key agents for any pair pi , pj ∈ P monitor all other key agents for
pi , pj (forming a bidire tional lique in the underlying monitoring graph); (iii)
the team utilizes an observably-partitioned state-spa e P ; (iv) all monitoring
arried out is omplete, and uses maximal- oheren e; and (v) Every agent t ∈ T
is a key agent (there exist some pair of states pi , pj ∈ P su h that t is a key
agent for pi , pj . Then disagreement dete tion in T is sound and omplete.
Proof. First, sin e all monitoring is omplete and is done using maximal-

oheren e, we know monitoring results are sound [21, Theorem 1℄. We will
show that the monitoring results are omplete. To do this, we show that if a
disagreement exists, it would be dete ted.
Assume for ontradi tion that a disagreement exists, and that it was not
dete ted by any agent. We onsider the monitoring graph GT of the team T ,
and partition it into k partitions, su h that ea h partition holds the verti es
orresponding to agents sele ting the same state. The assumption (for ontradi tion) that a disagreement exists means that k ≥ 2. Without loss of generality,
let us arbitrarily denote the states in these partitions p1 , . . . , pk , and name the
partitions P1 , . . . , Pk , respe tively.
Let us pi k any partition, and arbitrarily denote it X , and the state sele ted
in it x. Sin e GT is onne ted, the partitions form a onne ted graph, though
not ne essarily all partitions are onne ted to all others. Therefore, X must be
onne ted to a set of partitions Q1 , . . . , Qm , where qi ∈ P1 , . . . Pk , and 1 ≤ m <
k . We denote the states of the partitions Q1 , . . . , Qm by q1 , . . . , qm , respe tively.
We will rst show that any agent a ∈ X (any agent sele ting state x) is not
a key agent for x, qi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m. To see this, assume for ontradi tion that a is
key for x, qi . Pi k an arbitrary agent b ∈ Qi . There are two ases:
b

is a key agent for

x, qi , just like a. In this ase a is monitoring b (be ause
all key agents for x, qi monitor ea h other), and would dete t a disagreement with b (Lemma 1 above). Contradi tion.

b

is not a key agent for

x, qi . Therefore, it must be monitoring a key agent
r for x, qi (as required in the onditions of the lemma). Be ause all key
agents for x, qi monitor ea h other, a is also monitoring r. Sin e no disagreement is dete ted, r ould not have sele ted state qi nor x, and must
have therefore sele ted a dierent state y , where y 6= x, qi . Now,
• r annot be a key agent for y, x, or otherwise a would have dete ted
a disagreement. Thus M (a, r/x) ∩ M (a, r/y) ⊇ y, x.
• r annot be a key agent for y, qi , or otherwise q would have dete ted
a disagreement. This implies that M (b, r/qi ) ∩ M (b, r/y) ⊇ y, qi .

But then, based on observer-independen e, it follows that M (a, r/x) ∩
M (a, r/qi ) = y 6= ∅. This means that r is not a key agent for x, qi .
Contradi tion.
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The above leads the the on lusion that a annot be a key agent for x, qi ,1 ≤
i ≤ m.
However, a ondition of the lemma is that all agents in T are key-agents.
Thus a must be a key agent for some pair of states z, w ∈ P . It must be that
∃i, j, s.t. z = qi , and w = qj , sin e the partitions for Z, W (Qi , Qj ) must be
onne ted to X . Therefore, a is a key agent for qi , qj . But a is not a key agent
for x, qi , and is not a key agent for x, qj , as we have seen above. Therefore:
• a annot be a key agent for x, qi . Thus M (b, a/x) ∩ M (b, a/qi ) ⊇ qi , x, for
any observing agent b.
• a annot be a key agent for x, qj . Thus M (b, a/x) ∩ M (b, a/qj ) ⊇ qj , x,
for any observing agent b.

But then, based on observer-independen e, it follows that M (b, a/qj ) ∩
M (b, a/qi ) = x 6= ∅. This means that a is not a key agent for qi , qj (z, w).
Contradi tion.
Sin e in all possible ases the assumption that a disagreement exists but was
not dete ted leads to ontradi tion, ne essarily all agents are in agreement, that
is k = 1. Thus it annot be the ase that two or more agents are in disagreement,
and none dete ts a failure. Therefore monitoring is omplete, and sin e it must
be sound (see beginning of proof), the theorem holds if every agent is a key
agent.
With Lemma 2 in pla e, we an now prove Theorem 2 by indu tion on the
number of agents in T 2 .

Proof. We will rst show disagreement dete tion ompleteness by indu tion on

the number of agents N . The idea here is to show that if any two agents A1 , A2
have sele ted two dierent plans P1 , P2 , where P1 6= P2 , then a member of the
team T will dete t the failure. In other words, to show ompleteness we need
to show that if a disagreement o urs, it will be dete ted.

Indu tion base:

Obviously if there is only one agent no disagreement an
o ur, so we begin with the ase of two agents, A1 , A2 , who have sele ted plans
P1 , P2 respe tively, where P1 6= P2 , and are therefore in disagreement. We
know that at least a single key agent exists for P1 , P2 , be ause the team employs
an observably-partitioned set of plans. Without loss of generality, assume the
key agent is A2 . Then A1 is monitoring it, and sin e A2 is key agent in P1 , P2
then A1 will dete t the disagreement (Lemma 1).

Indu tion hypothesis: Assume the theorem holds for a team with up to
N − 1 agents. We will show that it holds for a team with N agents. There are
two ases:
2 The proof was developed jointly with Mi hael Bowling [17℄.
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•

Case 1: T has an agent t whi h is non-key for all pairs of plans
X, Y . We examine GN , the dire ted monitoring graph of T (see Denition

1). Sin e the monitoring graphs of all key agents are onne ted, and
sin e all non-key agents are monitoring key agents, it follows that GN is
onne ted. We examine the in oming and outgoing edges of the vertex
representing t. Sin e GN is onne ted, t has in oming monitoring edges
(t is monitored by other agents), or t has outgoing monitoring edges (t
monitors other agents), or both.
Let us now remove t from the graph. Sin e t is a non-key agent in all
pairs of plans X, Y , it follows that removing it results in a redu ed graph
GN −1 whi h satises the onditions of the theorem, for a redu ed team of
only N − 1 agents: (i) All other non-key agents are ontinuing to monitor
key agents (we have not modied monitoring edges from these other nonkey agents to key-agents); (ii) all key agents ontinue to monitor all other
key agents; (iii) the team still employs an observably-partitioned set of
planssin e the removal of t did not hange the set of key agents nor
the set of plans; and obviously (iv) monitoring is still omplete and uses
maximal oheren e. We are now left with a team of N − 1 agents.
If A1 , A2 are within the N − 1 agents left, then the disagreement would
be dete ted (based on the indu tion hypothesis), and so we are done. If
no disagreement is dete ted, then it follows from the indu tion hypothesis
that no disagreement exists among the N − 1 agents, i.e., one of A1 , A2
is in luded within the N − 1 agents, and the other is t. Without loss of
generality, assume t = A2 . Then A1 , exe uting P1 is one of the N − 1
agents in the redu ed team, and sin e they are not in disagreement with
A1 , they must all be exe uting P1 . Let us now re- reate the original graph
GN , reintrodu ing t into the team by putting ba k the original in oming
and outgoing edges. Sin e t = A2 , it is exe uting P2 . And sin e it is
not a key-agent, it must be monitoring a key-agent for P1 , P2 . However,
this key agent must be exe uting P1 . Therefore, t would have dete ted a
disagreement (Lemma 1).
•

Case 2: T does not have an agent that is non-key agent for all
pairs of plan. Thus every agent is a key agent in some pair of plans
X, Y . Then the theorem holds for N agents based on Lemma 2.

In all possible ases, a failure is dete ted if a disagreement exists, thus failure
dete tion is omplete. Sin e monitoring is omplete, failure dete tion is also
sound ( [21, Theorem 1℄).
This theorem allows teams to over ome signi ant onne tivity limitations,
without sa ri ing dete tion quality. It translates into signi ant freedom for
the designer or the agents in hoosing whom (if any) to monitor; when a monitored agent is unobservable, an agent may hoose to monitor another: Non-key
agents need monitor only a single key agent, rather than all key agents (for
every pair of states).
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Figure 3: Monitoring graphs in a RoboCup simulation-league game situation.
The upper-bound the theorem provides is more general than may seem at
rst glan e. First, the theorem holds for any state feature of interestbeliefs
about a shared environment, goals, et .; it is up to the designer to pi k a monitoring te hnique that a quires the needed information for onstru ting the monitoring hypotheses. Se ond, the theorem does not depend at all on the method
by whi h monitoring o urs, whether by ommuni ations or by observations.
Thus the onne tivity of a monitoring graph does not have to be maintained visually. Some or all of the edges in the monitoring graph may a tually orrespond
to (possibly unreliable) ommuni ation links between agents.
Though this theorem represents a signi ant advan e in lowering the bound
on the number of agents that must be monitored, all key agents must still
monitor ea h other. This is a riti al onstraint in pra ti e. For instan e,
we have re onstru ted the visual monitoring graph in thousands of RoboCup
game situations, to nd that even with this new bound, sound and omplete
disagreement dete tion would have been possible without ommuni ations only
in small per entage (approximately 5%) of a game. Typi ally, ea h RoboCup
player an only see 23 key agents, this means that key agents annot typi ally
monitor all others. To illustrate, Figure 3 shows the monitoring graph of two
teams overlaid on a s reen-shot of an a tual game situation. For both teams,
the bound presented in this paper does not apply to the monitoring graph, thus
sound and omplete disagreement dete tion is not guaranteed. This empiri
onstraint raises the bar on the hallenge to nd a lower bound on the number
of agents that must be monitored to guarantee dete tion.
It remains an open question whether a lower bound than that whi h is de17

s ribed above may be possible. We believe that it may be possible to guarantee
sound and omplete dete tion in all ases where ea h key agent is either monitored or is monitoring a single other key agent (rather than all of them), i.e.,
when the monitoring graph forms a spanning tree. This would equate the upper
and lower bounds on onne tivity. In pra ti e, it would translate to guaranteeing failure dete tion in over 70% of the thousands of RoboCup monitoring ases
we have examined. Below, we present this formally as a onje ture.

Conje ture 1 (Spanning-Tree Key-Agent Monitoring). Let T be a team in
whi h: (i) Ea h team-member A exe uting a plan P1 , who is not a key-agent in
P1 , P2 (where P1 6= P2 ) monitors a key agent in P1 , P2 ; (ii) every key-agent for
a pair of plans X, Z monitors or is monitored by one other key-agent in X, Z
(if more than one exists); (iii) the team employs an observably-partitioned set
of plans; and (iv) all monitoring arried out is omplete, and uses maximaloheren e. Then disagreement dete tion in T is sound and omplete.
By allowing for limited onne tivity, the agent an redu e the number of its
monitoring targets. However, for ea h one of those agents that it does monitor,
it must keep tra k of (possibly multiple) hypothesized states. These are used to
form joint-state hypotheses, from whi h the maximal oherent hypotheses are
sele ted. The next se tion details an e ient me hanism for the generation and
sele tion of su h hypotheses.

4 E ient Disagreement Dete tion
Disagreement dete tion involves a key step of representing the state of monitored agents, su h that the state of dierent agents an be ontrasted to dete t disagreements. This se tion presents a method for doing this pro ess eiently. Se tion 4.1 des ribes a general hierar hi al representation of monitored
agents' states, and a basi inferen e algorithm whi h uses the representation
for observation-based and ommuni ation-based monitoring. Se tion 4.2 then
presents YOYO, a novel algorithm for highly-s alable disagreement dete tion.

4.1 Representation
Mu h of ontemporary theoreti al and empiri al work on teamwork ( ollaboration), both in syntheti agents and in humans, has emphasized agreement
on a hierar hi al re ipe, or plan, as a key to ee tive teamwork (see, for instan e, [6, 7, 13, 28, 35℄). Given this emphasis, we fo us on a monitoring representation that follows two key onstraints: (i) representing agents in terms
of their urrently exe uting plans (and plan-steps); (ii) allowing the designer,
or monitoring agent to mark plans that have to be agreed upon, so that they
are exe uted jointly (together) by all members of a team (or subteam). These
two onstraints give rise to two stru tures that are used by the monitoring
system: A plan-de omposition hierar hy (re ipe), and a team de omposition
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Figure 4: Plan-hierar hy (a) and team-hierar hy (b) in the RoboCup domain.
Boxed plans denote (sub)team plans, whi h must be agreed-upon by (sub)teammembers. Individual agentsea h a subteamare not shown.
hierar hy. These have been fully des ribed in [19, 28℄, and so we only provide a
brief overview here.
A plan-hierar hy is used to represent a monitored agent's plan. It is dened
to be a dire ted onne ted graph, where verti es are plan steps, and edges signify
hierar hi al de omposition of a plan into sub-plans. Ea h vertex has at most
one parent (i.e., one in oming hierar hi al de omposition edge); a plan that
on eptually has many parents (i.e., it is a omponent in the de omposition of
dierent parent plans) is represented as multiple instan e verti es in the planhierar hy. Multiple outgoing edges signify alternatives available to the agent,
of the rst subplan to be exe uted. The graph forms a tree along hierar hi al
de omposition edges, so that no plan an have itself as a des endant. A vertex
with no hildren edges denotes an atomi step.
For example, Figure 4-a presents a portion of the plan-hierar hy used to monitor the ISIS'97 RoboCup Simulation team [24℄. The top-level plan, winGame,
is sele ted by all players as soon as they join a game. It has one rst hild, the
Interrupt plan, whi h is assumed to be sele ted by the agent whenever the
game is interrupted by the referee. winGame's other hild, Play, follows Interrupt in order of exe ution, and is sele ted when the game is urrently
playing. Thus Interrupt and Play follow ea h other to the end of the game.
In servi e of play, players hoose a plan (Atta k, Defend, et .) based on
their role in the team: forwards, defenders, et . (dis ussed later). This de omposition ontinues. For instan e, at a parti ular given moment, a forward may
be monitored to be engaged in exe uting the following path (from root to leaf):
winGame  Play  Atta k  Simple-Advan e  S ore-Goal.
In order to dete t disagreements, the monitoring agent must rst know whi h
plans are ideally to be agreed upon. We assume that su h team plans are
known, e.g., be ause they are marked in advan e by the designer [13, 18, 28, 35℄.
In Figure 4-a, team plans are boxed: winGame, Play, and Interrupt are
to be exe uted by the all members of the RoboCup team ISIS'97. Midfield,
Defend, et . are to be exe uted jointly only by members of the orresponding
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subteams of ISIS'97 (midelders, defenders, et .).
To maintain knowledge of whi h teams are assigned to whi h plans, there
are pointers from ea h plan to nodes in a team hierar hy (Figure 4-b), used
to tra k whi h sub-team is asso iated with ea h plan step (and vi e versa).
The team hierar hy is a tree stru ture whi h en odes knowledge about the
relationships between teams, subteams, and team-members: Ea h node in the
team-hierar hy orresponds to a monitored organizational unit. The top (root)
team represents the entire monitored team. These teams are then split into
several subteams, et ., until the leaves of the hierar hy ontain roles of individual
agents, if they exist. For instan e, Figure 4-b presents the team-hierar hy of
the ISIS'97 RoboCup team [24℄, omposed of a root node for the entire team,
and four nodes for its four subteams. Within subteams, members do not have
dierent roles, and hoose sub-plans for individual exe ution, with no so ial
onstraints on their sele tion (not shown in Figure 4-b).

4.2 E iently Dete ting Disagreements
The monitoring agent uses the plan hierar hy to maintain its information on the
state of the monitored agent. Su h information an ome from ommuni ations
[3,19℄, e.g., where agents announ e their initiation or termination of sele ted plan
steps; or it may ome from plan-re ognition inferen e based on observations
of the other agent's a tions [10, 21℄. An algorithm for su h inferen e, alled
RESL, has been previously des ribed in [21℄ and is presented here briey: The
designer of the monitoring system asso iates with ea h plan a set of observables,
ondition monitors that tie in sensor readings and re eived ommuni ations with
parti ular plans in the hierar hy. When a ondition monitor mat hes the sensor
reading (e.g., when a message is re eived that is onsistent with a plan, or when
an a tion asso iated with a plan is observed), we tag the plan mat hing. If its
observables fail to mat h, the plan is tagged not-mat hing.
RESL infers the state of unobservable plans from their hildren and parents:
An otherwise untagged parent with at least one su essfully-mat hed hild is
tagged mat hing, otherwise it is tagged as failing to mat h (not mat hing). And
an untagged hild with a su essfully-tagged parent is tagged mat hing, unless
all of its own hildren are tagged as failing to mat h. In this way, all plans in the
hierar hy are tagged as mat hing or not-mat hing the observations. Multiple
mat hing siblings denote multiple hypotheses. The pro ess is linear-time in the
size of the plan hierar hy.
After hypothesizing the state of ea h agent based on re eived or observed information, the monitoring agent mat hes team plans a ross members of teams
if agents are in agreement about their sele ted team plans, then all is well. If
agents are not in agreement about their team plans, then a disagreement is
announ ed. Note that agents do not have to be in agreement about all plans
only about those plans that are marked as team plans. Furthermore, the planhierar hies used for dierent agents may themselves be dierent (other than in
the team plans), fa ilitating monitoring of behaviorally-heterogeneous agents.
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This method has been su essfully used in monitoring agents deployed in ModSAF [36℄, RoboCup [24℄, and ivilian eva uation simulation [28℄.
However, a di ulty emerges in applying this te hnique in monitoring a
large number of agents. While only a single maximally- oherent hypothesis
is needed, the total number of joint-state hypotheses ombinatorially explodes
in the number of agents. If we denote the size of the plan library by L and
the number of agents by N , the number of joint-state hypotheses is O(LN ) in
the worst ase. Moreover, the spa e requirements for reasoning also pose some
di ulty, as an array of plan-libraries (one for ea h agent) requires O(N L)
spa e.
To address the hallenges raised by the time and spa e omplexity of previously known te hniques, we present YOYO, an algorithm that utilizes knowledge
about the team organization to arry out disagreement dete tion in time and
spa e linear in the number of agents. The intuition behind YOYO is to represent
only oherent hypotheses (of whi h there is a linear, not exponential, number),
and then re ognize disagreements as ases where the representation fails. As
dis ussed in Se tion 2, YOYO is based upon earlier work on the YOYO* probabilisti plan-re ognition algorithm [19℄, but diers from it in several important
ways.
YOYO represents all agents together, in a single shared plan hierar hy. The
shared plan-hierar hy is fully expanded to ontain the plans and transitions
for all subteams, annotated so that YOYO an determine whi h subteam is to
take whi h transitions, exe ute whi h plans, et . A plan P in this hierar hy,
when tagged as mat hing, represents the hypothesis that all agents in the team
asso iated with P are exe uting P . Observations about agents are then mat hed
against the shared plan-hierar hy. Intuitively, the pro ess of dete tion pro eeds
as follows: If some team members are exe uting P , while others are exe uting
a dierent plan Q, and assuming the observations allow us to dierentiate P, Q
then both will be marked mat hing and not-mat hing at the same time, and we
will know that a disagreement has o urred.
However, members of dierent subteams exe ute dierent plans by design.
Therefore, YOYO needs to dierentiate ases where members of the same team
have sele ted dierent plans P, Q, and ases where members of dierent teams
have sele ted P, Q. To do this, YOYO exploits knowledge of the so ial stru ture within the monitoring system, as provided in the team-hierar hy des ribed
above.
YOYO maintains pointers from ea h node in the team hierar hy to plan-step
nodes in the shared plan-hierar hy. The plans pointed to are the hypothesized
oherent plans of the monitored team, and thus multiple pointers are allowed
from a single team-hierar hy node. The pointers in the team-hierar hy point at
the lowest-level plans that are onsistent with the observations, and are to be
exe uted by the team in question.
For example, suppose all RoboCup players are exe uting the Play plan
together, and that members of ea h subteam are in agreement with their teammates on the plan hosen for the subteam. A player that observes its teammates using the team- and plan-hierar hies in Figure 4 will have pointers from
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the ISIS'97 node in the team hierar hy (Figure 4-b) to the Play plan in the
plan-hierar hy (Figure 4-a). Ea h of the subteam nodes in the team-hierar hy
will have pointers to plans in the plan-hierar hy whi h are exe uted by the
dierent subteams. For instan e, the Forwards subteam may have a pointer
to the Simple-Advan e plan, signifying that all members of the subteam are
exe uting this plan.
YOYO (Algorithm 1) maintains the pointers su h that the hypotheses they
represent are oherent with ea h other at all times. If it fails, then this means
that the team's state is unambiguously in oherent, i.e., a disagreement exists.
YOYO operates as follows: When an observation is made about an agent ( alled
the fo us ), we not only update the pointers for this agent, but also re-align the
pointers of its parent (sub)teams, su h that their own pointers point at plans
that are oherent with the new hypothesized state of the fo us. We then go up
and down the team-hierar hy to re-align the pointers of the other agents whi h
are either part of the fo us' subteam or its siblings' subteam. This is done
by moving the pointers of non-fo us agents (and the subteams of whi h they
are members) su h that they point at a plan that is oherent with the plans
hypothesized for the fo us. If the initial set of pointers for any non-fo us agent
is already oherent, no re-alignment is ne essary. If no plan an be found for
them, or if all plans for a team are tagged both mat hing and not-mat hing at
the same time, then a state of disagreement has been dete ted.

Algorithm 1 YOYO(plan hierar hy L, team-hierar hy H )
1: for all observations Oi at time t do
2:
for all plans X that have onditionals testing Oi do
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

let Ai be the agent observed in Oi
if X mat hes Oi and X exe utable by Ai then
tag X as mat hing
reate pointer from Ai node (in H ) to X

else

tag X as not mat hing
tagged mat hing or not mat hing do
T ← team(X), P ← X
while parent(P ) 6= null do
propagate any tags to parent(P ) (mat h or not mat h)
if team(parent(P )) = parentteam (T ) then
propagate tags down to untagged plans
reate pointer from parentteam (T ) to parent(P )
T ← parentteam (T )
P ← parent(P )
for all teams T in H do
if T only points to plans mat hing and not mat hing then
a disagreement has o urred.

for all plans X

For example, suppose that the players are known to be exe uting the
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In-

plan (see Figure 4). Suppose now that a defender observes a forward
player running towards the opponent goal (i.e., exe uting the Atta k plan, in
servi e of Play). The defender tags Interrupt as mat hing, and Play as not
mat hing (based on its own sele ted plans). However, YOYO (exe uted by the
monitoring defender) will reate pointers for observed atta ker to point to the
Atta k plan (lines 18), and will tag other plans (in parti ular Interrupt)
as not mat hing. It will then enter the loop on line 9. For the Atta k plan, it
will propagate its su essful tag up to the Play plan (line 12), and then reate
a pointer from the root node in the team hierar hy, representing the ISIS'97
team (the root in Figure 4-b) to Play, sin e the team that exe utes Play is
the ISIS'97 team (the parent of the the Forwards subteam). It will then limb
up in both hierar hies (lines 1617) and begin another iteration. Later on, the
same pro ess will be repeated for the Interrupt plan. Sin e both Interrupt
and Play are pointed to from the node representing the team ISIS'97, and
sin e they are both tagged mat hing and non-mat hing, a disagreement will be
dete ted.
YOYO uses minor enhan ements of the data-stru tures as used by RESL.
First, in following hildren transitions, YOYO is areful to only take paths legal
to the team in question (i.e., plans and transitions that the team is allowed to
exe ute in its role): It thus makes the assumption that transitions in the plan
hierar hy are marked for the subteams that are allowed to take them. Se ond, YOYO must use a time-stamp to tag plans3 , so that observations that
arrive simultaneously (but pro essed serially) will ause a dete tion of disagreements (if one exists), instead of overwriting the ee ts of ea h other. Per the
example above, if the monitoring defender observes another forward to be exeuting Interrupt, while the rst forward is exe uting Play, then the inferen e
pro ess for the two observations would tag these plans as both mat hing and
not-mat hing at the same time, and a disagreement would be dete ted.
YOYO's rst part mat hes plans against all observations (lines 18), and
thus takes O(N L), where N is the number of agents (generating observations),
and L the size of the plan-hierar hy (i.e., number of nodes). The nested loops
potentially traverse the entire plan-hierar hy O(L) for ea h team. Sin e the
team-hierar hy grows with N , we use that to denote its size; a traversal of the
team-hierar hy is O(N ). The propagation down in line 14 may still traverse
the entire O(L) plan-hierar hy (in a theoreti al worst ase). The pro ess thus
takes O(N L2 ). Finally, the disagreement dete tion goes from every team in the
team-hierar hy to every plan (in the worst ase), thus O(N L) again. Overall,
YOYO's omplexity is O(N L2 ). The key to this omplexity is that YOYO only
maintains oherent hypotheses. If it annot, then a disagreement has o urred
but YOYO does not represent the underlying in oherent hypothesis. This time
omplexity should be ontrasted with RESL's O(LN ). YOYO's spa e omplexity also ompares well with RESL: With ea h additional agent, YOYO's spa e
requirements grow by one node in H , at most, to represent the additional agent.
In ontrast, RESL uses an additional opy of the entire plan hierar hy for every
terrupt

3 The time is taken to be lo al to the agent running YOYO. No need for a global lo k.
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additional agent.
However, YOYO's run-time omplexity is still dominated by a key fa tor
the number of observed monitored agents: As long as simultaneous observations
are oming in about agents, YOYO still needs to pro ess all of them, mu h like
the full array approa h. Thus the bounds presented in the previous se tion play
a signi ant role in redu ing overall run-time, regardless of whether RESL or
YOYO are used.

5 Experiments
To evaluate the e a y of the YOYO algorithm, we empiri ally ompare the
run-time performan e of RESL and YOYO on identi al monitoring problems, as
the number of monitored agents is s aled up. Trials were arried out in several
dierent simulated domains:

ModSAF.

The ModSAF environment is a ommer ially-developed highdelity simulation system, whi h was used as the environment for
oordination-failure experiments in [20, 21℄. In the original system, teams
of 36 simulated heli opters utilized (individually) a plan-hierar hy (as
des ribed above) to exe ute training exer ises. In this paper, we rereated the prin ipal omponents of the plan-hierar hy, en ompassing four
sub-hierar hies, with ambiguity between them (i.e., more than one path
through the plan-hierar hy would mat h a given observation).

RoboCup.

The ISIS'97 and ISIS'98 RoboCup So er Simulation teams [24℄
employed a plan-hierar hy used by the agents to play virtual so er. In
this paper, we re- reated again important (and ambiguous) portions of
their plan-hierar hies.

RoboCup Simple.

We revisited the plan-hierar hy for the RoboCup domain
above, but removed any ambiguity. Thus observations lead to sele ting
a single orre t hypothesis, with no need for reasoning about multiple
hypotheses. The motivation for using this domain is to show the ee t of
ambiguity on run-time in both ases. It is not intended to be realisti , but
allows exploration of the performan e boundaries of RESL and YOYO.

In ea h trial, the number of monitored agents was xed, and then a monitoring problem (given by the observables available to the monitoring agent) was
randomly generated. We re orded RESL and YOYO's exe ution time (mat hing
observations, inferen e, and disagreement dete tion). For a ura y, we re orded
a tual CPU time, rather than wall- lo k time. 30 trials were done for ea h xed
number of agents. The number of agents was varied between 2 and 3000, in
skips of 10.
Figures 5 and 6 show the results of these experiments in the ModSAF and
RoboCup domains, respe tively (see below for the results in the RoboCup Simple
domain). The X axis in both gures denotes the number of agents monitored
(from 2 to 3000). The Y axis shows the average run-time in CPU se onds, for
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running the disagreement-dete tion algorithm on a single trial. Figures 5-a and
6-a show the run-time of YOYO and RESL on a s ale appropriate for RESL's
performan e (hundreds of se onds). Sin e it is di ult to see the results for
YOYO on su h s ale, Figures 5-b and 6-b show the same gures, on a s ale
appropriate for YOYOapproximately 3 orders of magnitude smaller.
The RoboCup Simple domain shows dierent results. Here, there is no unertainty in the domain, as observations orrespond uniquely to plans within
the plan-hierar hy. As a result, mu h of RESL's ma hinery for tra king multiple hypotheses is not used. Figure 7 shows the run-time results in this domain;
ea h point is an average of 300 runs. The axis are the same as in the previous
gures (though we skipped 50 agents at a time in varying the number of agents).
However, note here that due to the la k of ambiguity, RESL's run-time is almost
omparable to YOYO's (though YOYO is still faster). The small dieren e between RESL and YOYO in this domain is likely due to the overhead in RESL's
maintenan e of multiple plan-hierar hy stru tures: Where RESL updates N
stru tures (ea h with a single hypothesis), YOYO updates one.
The dieren e in performan e between YOYO and RESL in the dierent
domains is not just a fun tion of YOYO's maintenan e of a single stru ture
(rather than the N stru tures maintained by RESL). It is also due to the fa t
that it onsiders only oherent hypotheses, of whi h only a linear number (in
the size of the plan hierar hy) exist.

6 Dis ussion and Future Work
Multi-agent literature has often emphasized that an agent must monitor other
agents in order to arry out its tasks. However, as the numbers of agents in
deployed teams is s aled up, the hallenges of limited onne tivity and an exponential number of potential failures are raised. This paper has addressed
these hallenges, in the ontext of a riti al monitoring taskdete tion of disagreements between teammates. First, the paper has shown that by arefully
onstru ting the monitoring graphs of the systemwho is monitoring whom
one an make guarantees on the quality of disagreement dete tion, while redu ing the onne tivity requirements on the agents. Se ond, we have presented
YOYO, a highly-s alable algorithm that provides disagreement dete tion even
in large-s ale teams.
Our work in this paper is only one example in a growing body of literature that onsiders large-s ale systems [33℄. There are hallenges that are
independent of those dis ussed above: Redu ing the load on the monitoring agent [5℄, formal methods and data-stru tures for representing large-s ale
organizations [16℄, planning and exe ution with large-s ale systems [38℄, et .
Our work in this paper omplements these. For instan e, Durfee [5℄ dis ussed
de ision-theoreti and heuristi methods for redu ing the amount of knowledge
that agents onsider in oordinating. Thus, while Durfee's work fo uses on
redu ing omputational loads in monitoring ea h single self-interested agent,
our work fo uses on redu ing the number of monitored agents, and on savings
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Figure 5: RESL and YOYO run-times in the ModSAF domain. The X axis
marks the number of agents monitored; the Y axis denotes omputation time
in CPU se onds. Note that the range of the Y axis is dierent in (a) and (b).
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Figure 6: RESL and YOYO run-times in the RoboCup domain. The X axis
marks the number of agents monitored; the Y axis denotes omputation time
in CPU se onds. Note that the range of the Y axis is dierent in (a) and (b).
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Figure 7: RESL and YOYO run-times in the RoboCup Simple domain. The
X axis marks the number of agents monitored; the Y axis denotes omputation
time in CPU se onds.
possible only when monitoring teams together.
Re ent work on model-based diagnosis has also begun to address limited
onne tivity, though indire tly, and only to a limited extent. Work by Roos et
al. [31, 32℄ has examined the use of model-based diagnosis by agents diagnosing
a distributed system. While the methods des ribe do not address oordination
failures, they are ertainly relevant in terms of dis ussing the type of onne tivity
assumptions required for the diagnosis to work. Our re ent work [14, 15℄ on the
use of model-based diagnosis of disagreements also limits onne tivity: A key
fo us is on using only a handful of agents to represent all others in the diagnosis
pro ess, thus limiting run-time and ommuni ation load.
Key issues and assumptions remain open for future investigation. With
respe t to the monitoring bounds presented in Se tion 3, there remain questions
as to the satisfa tion of the assumptions in pra ti e. We argue for both sides: On
one hand, any agent broad asting its state to its peers is a key agent. And indeed
many real-world systems utilize ommuni ations to alleviate un ertainty; any
su h system an now utilize the bounds to manage key agents better, by fo using
su h broad asts where absolutely required. Moreover, the onditions dis ussed
in the paper only onstrain the types of graphs that will guarantee omplete and
sound dete tion: They apply for both stati and dynami monitoring graphs.
Nevertheless, it is ertainly the ase that we should ontinue to seek improved
bounds, and/or weakened assumptions.
YOYO also leaves open questions. YOYO works with a known set of
team/subteam plans; and its run-time omplexity involves the size of the planhierar hy. It thus expe ts a losed system, with a manageable plan-hierar hy.
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But as systems grow in the number of agents, they may require working with
an open plan-hierar hy, that an hange as agents are added or removed from
the system. Moreover, if the s ale-up is not only in the number of agents, but
also in the size of the plan-hierar hy, then this will ae t the s alability of the
system. Finally, YOYO's s alability omes at the expense of the ability to represent failure hypotheses: When a disagreement is dete ted, YOYO knows that
it has o urred, but annot dire tly identify what agents are involved, or the
extent of the disagreement. Thus for diagnosis tasks [14, 15℄, YOYO has to
be augmented by me hanisms that allow the monitoring agent to re onstru t
the hypotheses underlying the disagreement. We hope to address these open
questions in future work.
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